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Abstract

Seasonal changes in microenvironment, daily activity pattern, and

precision of body tempenature (T¡) contnol were investigated in free-living

beavers (Castorcanadensis) inhabiting a boreal environment. The

construction and group occupation of lodges provided the animals with

year-round access to a thermoneutral microclimate. Thermal benef its were

achieved at the expense of only limited distunbance to the nespiratory gas

concentrations inside the lodge, despite the lange metabolic mass of the

resident animals. i3efore freeze-up, the gaseous composition and mean

lodge temperature (T¡) of occupied and unoccupied lodges were similar.

Following freeze-up, mean C02 accumulation, 02 depletion, and T¡ were

signif icantly higher in occupied houses. llean monthly T¡ consistently

exceeded mean monthly ain and water temperatune. During the open-waten

season, water temperatune (T*) accounted for 90% of the T¡ variation in

occupied lodges. Following fneeze-up, none of the meteonological on

physical vaniables measured was a signif icant predictor of T¡.

The abdominal body tempenatune (Tp) of kits and adults averaged about

37.0'C throughout the year, with no evidence of seasonal hypothermia.

During the open-water season, both age groups demonstrated a daily T¡

rhythm characterized by a gnadual increase in T¡ between 0600h and 1800h,

followed by a general decline duning the noctunnal active period. During the

ice-bound season, there was n0 evidence of a distinct daily TO rhythm in

eithen age group. Before and after freeze-up, both age gnoups exhibited a

0.22-0.64'c inmease in mean Tg during the J-h peniod immediately

preceeding the f irst excursion from the lodge. Aquatic activity almost

invariably resulted in a decline in T¡, which usually continued for 5- l5 min

after beavens returned to their lodge or burrow. This was usually followed
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by a period of newarming prior to subsequent excursions. Kils exhibited a

mean (t SE) rate of cooling in l-9'C water (0.1 1t0.02"C/min) which was 2,8

limes gneater than that of adults under similar conditions. Kits appeaned to

compensate for their gneater susceptibility to aquatic cooling by spending

less time in cold water than aduìts.

The T5 of captive beavers () 1.5 years old) living in a simulated winter

microhabitat avenaged 36.5t0.02'C, with a mean daily amplitude of

1.2t0.4'C. The beavers exhibited a distinct 24-h rhythm in metabolic rate,

with a mean, average daily metabolic nate of 2.87t0.03 W/kg. This estimate

of the cost of free existence was 1.5 times the resting metabolÍc rate

previously reponted for beaver. llean hourly metabolic rate was strongly

correlated with mean hour'ly immersion time in allanimals tested. Total

daily energy expenditure avenaged 3880.59t586.15 kJ/day. Based on current

estimates of the energy content and digestibility of fonage cached prior to

fneeze-up, it is unlitcely that the winter energy requirements of this species

can be met solely from the submerged food cache.
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General lntroduction

Animals that inhabit cold northern envinonments are of ten faced with
fonmidable thermoregulatory challenges, which in winter may be

compounded by reduced energy and nutrient availability. pnoblems of

maintaining thermal balance are especially critical in small-bodied birds

and mammals with high mass-specif ic ener'gy requirements, large sunface

area-to-mass natios, and limited capacities for impnoving insulation. These

animals mitigate thermal stress largely through a combination of behavioral

avoidance of extreme cold and physiological mechanisms that retard heat

loss (MacArthur and Aleksiuk 1979; Pauls 1979; wolff and Durr l986; Feist

and White l9Bg). 0f particular interest, are species of non-hibernating

mammals that encounter a broad spectrum of macroclimatic condÍtions by

virtue of their geographic distnibution. An excellent example is provided by

the beavei;r, castorcanadensis, lt is the largest North American nodent,

with a range that extends fnom the Gulf of Mexico to thellackenzie delta and

northern Yukon (Hall I 98 I ). At high latitudes, the f onmation of ice

precludes onshore activity in winter, yet beavers regularly fonage in

near-fneezing water throughout the ice-bound season.

Compared to the wealth of information available regarding the ecology,

behavior and management of this pnominent fur-bearer (see Naiman et al.

1986; Novak 1987), relatively few bioenergetics and thermonegulatory

studies of this species have been undentaken (e.g., Novakowski 1967;

Aleksiuk and cowan l96ga, 1969b; llacArthur lggga; smith et al. in pness).

Results of several of these studies have suggested that beavers enten

shallow torpor duning periods when nesources are scarce in winter. Fon

example, Novakowski ( I 967) found that the winter food caches wene usually
insuff icient to meet the energy requirements of colony members, assuming



that beavers remained euthermic thnoughout the winter. Furthermore,

Aleksiuk and Cowan ( I 969a, I 969b) inf enred a winter metabolic depression

from a cessation of growth, aphagia, low thyroid activity and apparent

behavioral panalysis in captive northenn beaven kits subjected to complete

darkness. ln addition, Smith et al. (in press) neported a signif icant, 1.0"C

decline in the mean daily T¡ of three free-nanging adult beavens duning

winter, but noted that a single kÍt maintained an elevated Tg during the

same peniod. lnterestingly, l"lacArthur ( 1989a) found that the rectal Tg of a

single captive beaver kit (( 6 months old) was genenally lower and less

stable than the abdominal T¡ of older animals. Thus, age-related

differences in the precision of Tg regulation in free-living beavers require

funther investigation. lt appears that, despite a large body size, beavens are

sensitve to immension hypothermia (llacArthur and Dyck 1990), which

suggests that behavioraì stnategies fon T6 regulatÍon may be critical to

these animals in nature.

Knowledge of the lodge microenvironment, including gas composÍtion and

temperature of the nest chamber, is essential to developing an

understancling of the energetic and thermoregulatory requirements of this

species. There are few records of lodge and burrow temperatures for

northern populations of C. canadensts (Coles 1967; Stephenson 1969; Buech

et al. 1989), and almost nothing is known about the seasonal variation in the

respiratory gas composition of these shelters (Novak and Cook 197Ð.

The present study investigates behavioral and physiological aspects of

temperature regulation in fnee-nanging beavens, and also examines the

,.thermoregulatory performance and metabolic requirements of beavens held

jn a simulated winter microhabitat. Part I addresses seasonal variation in
: '':' .

the miffoclimatic conditions experienced by beavers existing in a boreal



environment. This phase of the study included monthly monitoring of air,
water, and lodge temperatunes, as well as 02 and c02 levels in both

occupied and unoccupied lodges. pant II investigates the possible

occurnence of seasonal hypothermia in this species and also examines the
precision of 16 regulation, including the nole of behavior, in adult and

juvenile beavers. Finally, usÍng microclimate data collected in part I,my
objectives in Part III were to simulate winter f ield conditions in the

laboratory to estimate daily energy requirements, and evaluate temporal

pattenns in metabolic nate, T5 and aquatic activity of captive beavers.

Estimates of the cost of free existence wer-e used in enengy budget

calculations to predict metabolic costs and food requirements of

overwintering beavens in nature.



Part I

Seasonal variation in the microclimate and gas cornposition

of beaver lodges in a boreal environment
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lntroduction
The constnuction and occupation of burnows, dens on rodges ane

fundamentar behaviorar stnategies by which smail mammars minimize
thermoregulatory costs in nonthern environments (Glaser and Lustick 1g75,
llacArthur and Areksiuk lg7g, worff and Durr r986, Buech et ar. rg8g).
However, thenmal benef its accrued fnom such behavior may be of fset by the
physiological stress posed by c02 accumulation and 02 depletion in these
sheltens (llaclean lgg l). Disturbance in microenvironmental gas

composition should be most acute in large-bodied 0r- communally nesting
species, especially those at high latitudes where gas exchange may be

impeded by frozen substrates (Withens l97B).

The beaver, castor canadensis, provides an exceilent model for
investigating this pnoblem. lt is the largest North Amenican rodent with a

l'ange extending from the Gulf of Mexico to the llackenzie delta and nonthern
Yukon (Hall l98l). A family group, usually consisting of the adult breeding
pair together with a variabre number of two-year ords and yearrings (see

Novak l9B7), typicaily occupy eithen a bank den on a rodge constnucted of
branches and mud. ln northern regions, severe winter temperatur.es may
cause lodge walls to freeze through most of their depth. These factors,
together with the increased time spent in the rodge foilowing freeze-up
(Potvin and Bovet r975; Lancia et ar. r9g2; smith et ar. in press), suggest
that there could be pronounced annual variation in the gaseous composition
of beaver lodges at northern latitudes. Prelimina ry dalaneponted by Novak
and cook (197Ð suggest that the nespinatory gas concentrations of beaver
lodges deviate ritile from ambient air. This seems improbabre, given that
Huenecke et al. ( 1958) and llacArthur ( lgg4) documented sharp inffeases in
the c02 levels of muskna t ( ondatra zlbethtus) lodges in winter. previous

:/



studies of beaver lodges in New Hampshir'e (coles l967), Aìgonquin park,

Ontario (Stephenson 1969), and northern llinnesota (Buech et al. l9B9), all
suggested that lodge tempenatures usually fall within the thermoneutraì

zone of this species (llacArthur l9B9a). However, allof these studies also

reponted minimum lodge temperatures that were below the lower cnitical

temperature (0-2'C) previously established fon beaven (MacArthur l9B9a).

The f irst objective of this study was to quantify the seasonal variation

in gaseous composition of beaven lodges in a llanitoba boreal forest. A

second objective was to examine daily and seasonal f luctuations in lodge

temperatune, in onder to describe the thermal microenvironment of this

species, as well as identify the primary physical factors that af fect lodge

temperature at these latitudes. Such information pnovides a necessary

foundation for subsequent bioenengetic and thermoregulatory studies of

beaver living in a boreal environment (pants II and III).

Sturly area

Research was conducted in the Canadian Shield of southeastern llanitoba

near the town of Pinawa (s0'l0' N, 96'J' w). The climate of the region is

classif ied as cool continental, with average annual temperature extnemes

ranging from -40.2 'C to 33.1'C. llean annual rainfall and snowfall are 4J.0

cm and 131.7 cm, respectively (Whiteshell Nuclear Reseanch Establishment,

climatological records). Beaven lodges were located throughout the negion

0n numerous ponds and ditches, and on the winnipeg RÍver between sylvia
and Hangaret lakes. The study area is typical boreal forest, dominated by

black spnuce ( Picea marianÐ and aspen ( Populus tremulotdeÐ. Emergent
vegetation at lodge sites was pnimarily catta rt ( Typha spp.), whereas
willow (1a/x sÞP.) was predominant along seasonalry frooded shorelines.



Hethods

Lodge gas and microclimate analyses

Lodge gases and accompanying microclimate data were collected at
monthly intervals fnom l4 lodges in the Pinawa region during the per.iod 3

June l98B through l4 tlarch 1989. Fon comparative punposes, timited data
wene also gathened from two occupied lodges in Delta llarsh (50" I l, N,

98'23' W) on 26 llarch I 990. All measurements were gathered between
0800 and 1400 h, and each lodge was classified as occupied orunoccupied,
based on observations made at the time of sampling. crÍteria used to
establish the occupancy status of a lodge included: presence or absence of
beaver nearby, vocalizations or splashing sounds emanating fnom the lodge
interior, signs of necent foraging activity along shore, fresh construction on

a nearby dam, lodge, on food cache and, in winter, the appearance of frost
crystals above the lodge ,'chimney,'.

when a lodge was sampled for the f irst time, the nest chamber was
located by penetrating the wall with a steel spear (g-mm diameter) or an

85-cm dnill bit (8-mm diameter) mounted on a cordless power drill. wall
thickness was estimated by measuring the point at which a sudden loss of
resistance was detected with the spear or driil. A 750- to 900-cm rength
of stainless steer tubing ( r-cm rD) was seared at one end with tape, and the
taped end of this access pipe was pushed through the opening in the rodge
wall until it extended into the nest chamber. A l-m long sampling tube
(6-mm lD, 2B-mr vorume), arso taped at the distar end, was then fed into the
access pipe until it contacted the tape sear of the outer pipe. A 9-cm rength
of Tygon tubing connected to a three -way stopcock was attached to the
sampling tube immediatery aften both tape sears were punctured with a



metal pìungen (S-mm diameten). A 60-ml plastic syringe was attached to
the three-way stopcock and approximatery rgO-mr of rodge gas wene drawn
through the sampìe tube and discarded. Two,60-ml aliquots of lodge gas

were then drawn into separate syninges, which were immediately sealed and

set aside for subsequent 02 determinations. Alì syr'inges were lubricated

with silicone grease prior to sampling, in onder to minimize diffusion
(llacAnthur 1984). Af ter the second sample was drawn, the three-way

stopcock was nemoved and quickly replaced with a Dräger colorimetric
indicator tube specif ic for c02 (range: 0. | -6.0 % by volume). A one-way

Dnäger hand-pump was used to draw a standand volume of chamber gas

through the indicator tube and the % C}zwas read direc¡y fr-om the scale

on the Dräger tube. Following gas sampìing, the Tygon tubing was removed

from the sample tube and a copper-constantan thermocouple was thneaded

into the nest chamber. Lodge temperature (Tr) was measured to the nearest

0. I ' c with a sensortec l"lodel BAT- I 2 digital thermometen. Following T¡
measul'ement, the sample tube was removed while the access pipe nemaining

in the lodge wall was sealed and camouf laged with loose branches. Ambient

air temperature (Tu) in the shade, and shallow water temperature (T*) wene

also measured at each lodge site.

The 02 concentnations of gas samples were detenmined within 4-5 h of
collection, using a Beckman 0M- l4 polarognaphic oxygen analyzer. waten
was removed from the gas prior to injection into the analyzer by passing

each sample through a smallcolumn of indicating drierite (anhydr.ous

CaS04)' Oxygen decrement (a 02) was calculated by subtracting the % 02 in
the nest chamber from the varue for ambient air el.o %).



Automated lodge temperature rneasurements

Hounly measurements of T,-,Tw and Tu wene recorded at two lodge sites
from 28 August 1988 through 4June 1989. A Type U Grant thenmistor probe

pnotected in a sealed brass tube (Smm lD) was penmanenily installed within

the nest chamben at the level of the nesting platform. A similarly
protected thermiston probe was secured to a post next to the lodge to

measure ï* approximately 30 cm below water level. A third, shielded

thermistor probe necorded Tu I m above ground level at the lodge site. All

three tempenatures wene reconded hourly by a Model l20l Gr ant Squirnel

data logger housed in a weather-proof box located at the lodge site. Data

collection was interrupted peniodically to allow for manual on

computer-assisted downloading of stored necordings.

Variations in T¡ were examined in relation to T*, Tu, wind speed (km/h),

net radiation f lux (total incoming radiation - total outgoing nadiation in

W/mz), and lodge wall thickness (including snow depth in winter). Air and

water temperatures were recorded at the lodge site; all other

meteonological data wene obtained from an off icial weathen station

situated within I I km of all lodge sites (Environmental Research Branch

WNRE).

Statistical analysis

Analysis of variance (ANOvA) and Fisher's LSD test were used to
evaluate seasonal variations in rodge tempenatune and gas composition.

Two-sample comparisons of means were made with Student's /-tests or
pained f-tests. Stepwise regression was used to determine variables which
were important in explaining observed variation in loclge temperature. llean
values ane presented with ranges or t I SE.



Results

Seasonal variation in lodge gas composition
Table I - I summanizes the physical chanacteristics of the l4 lodges

monitoned in this study. Ten of the l4lodges wer^e classified as occupied,
while the nemaining 4lodges appeared to be abandoned, although these were
all located in the vicinity of occupied houses. surpnisingry, there was n0
evidence of seasonal variation in eitherc02concentnation ( Fr,a = 0.67, p =

0.73) or 02 decrement ( F r,, = 0.g5, p = 0.56) in occupied lodges (Fig r _ I ).

Lodge gas concentrations were highly variable, with monthly variation in
c02 levels ranging from 0.J2% (0.0J-0,J5% coz) in Febr.uary , to 1.77%
(0'03- l'8% coz) in December. Minimum CO2 and maximum 02 levels neconded
from beaver lodges cornesponded to normal ambient air (0.03?8 and 21.0%,

respectively). The highest c02 concentnation ( l.g%) was neconded in
December fnom an occupied lodge (No. 6) constnucted almost entir.ely of mud
and lacked any obvious chimney on vent. This "mud house,, was the onry one
of its kind in the Pinawa study area and consistenily demonstnated the
highest c02 accumuration and 02 depretion. onry during the month ofJune
did another lodge (No. 2), known to contain kits, demonstrate a higher % coz
(0'45%) and ¿ 02(0.4575) than the mud rodge (c0, = 0. r8%; Â 02= o. r8% ).

Lodges similan in constnuction to No.6 typically occur in marsh habitats
where beaver have rimited access to woody vegetation and, consequenily,
construct houses primarily from mud and aquatic plants. lt was therefore
not sunprising that the co2 revers of the two occupied rodges
(Nos' l5 and r6) sampred in Derta r'larsh duning March rg90 ß.7gi^and r,5%,
respectively) were consistent with the measurement of No. 6 (0.g216)
sampled at the pinawa site in plarch lggg.

:t, :I



Tabìe l- l: Physical charactenistics of lodges monitored duning l98B- 1990.

Lodqe Walì Sampling
Lodge No. SitË Circumference Height Thic[ness -Þeiiod"

3

4x

7x
Bx
I
t0
llx

onshore

onshone

island

onshore

onshore

13.7 m

20.2 m

ll.0 m

1.4 m

1.3 m

0.9 m

I å{ onshone

2x onshore

island

island

5 onshore

6 x onshore

12.0 m l.l m 73 cm Jun 88-l1ar 89

30 cm Jun B8-0ct 88

52 cm Jun B8-l1ar 89

45 cm Jun 88-llan 89

40 cm Jun EE-l"lar 89
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Figure l- l. Seasonal variation in mean c02 concentration and mean 02

decnement (402= 2l.O-7" 02 in chamben) of occupied and unoccupied lodges.

vertical lines indicate t I sE; values in parentheses denote number of

lodges sampled.
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llean monthry ig co? (0.69 t 0.30%) and a oz (0.J5 t o.24rÐof unoccupied
houses wene higher in June than during any othen month sampred (Fig. r_ | ).
For these houses, mean c02 concentnations (0. rg t 0.07%) wene about six
times the normar ambient rever (0.03%) in Jury, then dropped to foun times
ambient in August (0' l2 t 0.05%), and remained close to two times ambient
(0.05-0.07 t CI.02u.) for the nemainden of the sampring period (september
through rlarch). tlean a 02 decrined over the summen months fnom 0.J5 t
0.24% in June, to 0, r5 t 0.04% in August, becoming negrigibre in fail and
winter (0.0-0.09 t 0.02q^).

From mid-August through mid-March, % c02 and a 02 wene consistenily
higher in occupied, than in unoccupied rodges (Fig. r-t). To faciritate
statistical comparisons between occupied and unoccupied lodges, data were
pooled to create two datasets, one incìuding ail measurements prior to
fneeze-up (June-0ctober), the other, ail measurements after freeze_up
(Novemben-March). Before freeze-up, there was no difference (p> 0.05)
between occupied and unoccupied houses in either mean y4 co20r mean Â 02.
Aften freeze-up, however, the mean c02 rever was significanily higher in
occupied (0.J0 t 0.06g8, n=40), than in unoccupied rodges (0.0s r 0.0il8,
n= l3) ( t= 3.87, df=40, p=0.0004). The mean a 02 of occupied rodges (0.2 t
0'069e, n=32) arso exceeded that of unoccupied houses (0.04 t 0.0 ilã, n= r6)
following freeze-up (t= 2.74, df=Jz, p=0,0r). The c02 reveì of occupied
lodges in winten correlated with lodge wall thickness, which included the
overlying snow cover, (rz= o.3l , df =62, p=0.0 r2), but not with r¡ (F= 0.06,
df=66, P=0.61), or the thermal gradient, ï¡-T¿ ( rz= -0.002, dî=62, p=0.99).

Seasonal variation in lodge temperatures
Þrior to freeze-up, mean ï¡ was similar (p> 0.05) in occupied ( 17.1 t

t3



1.55"c, n=J0) and unoccupied lodges (16.J r l.82'c, n=24)cenused at

monthly intervals. After freeze-up, however, mean T¡ was signif icantìy
higher ( /= -6.05, df =6 r, p=0.0001 ) in occupied (2.7 t 0.42'c, n=41 ), than in
unoccupied (-l'3 t 0.43'C, n=21) ìodges. The ìowest T¡ recorded from an

occupied lodge was -0.04"c, measured in Lodge No. r during February,

whereas the minimum T¡ recorded from an unoccupied lodge (No. l0) during

the same month was -6.0'C. l"laximum temperatures for both occupied and

unoccupied lodges were recorded in June (25.6'c and2g.7"c). Air
tempenatures measured outside the lodge at the time of the monthìy

sampling (Table l-l), ranged from -l5.j.C to 3J.5'C.

Automated hourly measurements of TL, Tw and Tu were recorded from a

single occupied ìodge (No. l4) during the period 28 August lg8g through 22

November 1988, after which this lodge was abandoned by the beaver family
in favour of lodge No. g, situated approximately 500 m away. This

relocation was conf irmed by monitoring the movements of two
radio-implanted members of this family group (see part II). Automated

temperature necondings were resumed on 23 November lggg at lodge No. g

and measurements of this lodge continued until 4June 19g9. lce damage of

: the T* probe precìuded T* measurements fnom January through llarch at

-,,,i, this site.
'l'',, llean monthly T¡ of lodge Nos. 8 and l4 consistenily exceeded mean
t',1¡ :

¡.t .''. monthly T* and Tu (Fig l-2). The annual variation in Tu at these sites was

i::::ì:.,iÈ'. 73.8'c (-41.4 to 32.4'C), compared to a T¡ range of onty 37.0.c ( t.4 to

ì|¡:|i;¡¡ . 35'6'c). since the T¡ thenmistor was installed in the nest chamber at the

;!.-rìÌì:).¡r--ì:.ì:,.Ììi_ì..{l ::r: r' -hAn i n¡t ¡ ^ ^ r r. .oeniodically came in contact with the probe. This could explain the regular



Figune l-2. l"1ean monthly lodge (closed circles), water (open triangles), and

ambient air (open circles) temperatures at lodge sites Nos. B and l4 (see

text). Vertical lines denote range.
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During fall and winter, daily T¡ fluctuations in lodge Nos. B and l4
exhibited neguìan peaks and troughs with a periodicity close to24h (Figs.

l-3 and l-4). ln early autumn, daily variation in T¡ generally reflected
changes in Tu (Fig l-3). The appar-ent daily per-iodicity in T¡ also

comesponded closely to the duration of the light-dar"k cycle, with T¡ minima

usually coinciding with periods of darl<ness (Fig l-3). ln winten, per-iodicity

was still appanent in the T¡ data, but now with less evidence of synchrony

between T¡ and Tu (Fig l-4). Despite a substantial drop in minimum daily
Tu from appnoximatety - 10.0'c on Feb I l- lJ to -40.0"c on Feb l5- 17, daily
minimum T¡ remained constant at J.0-5,0'c (Fig l-4). llean hour ly T¡ of
lodge No. I ranged from 8.0 to 12.0"c during the period 9 January lggg
through 28 Manch I 989. ln all seasons, daily peaks in T¡ usually coincided

with the pr'esence in the lodge of at least one of the two above-mentioned,

nadio-tagged beavers. ln spring, there was no clear evidence of per-iodicity

in T¡, despite of ten dramatic f luctuations in outside Tu (Fig l-5). ln
sevenal instances (e.9., May ls- l6), Tu was as much as 10.0.c higher. than

T¡.

Monthly census data fnom occupied lodges (Table l- l) were used in an

attempt to identify variables that could account for the observed

f luctuations in T¡. stepwise negression analyses were run on T¡ data

collected before and aften freeze-up. Before freeze-up, T* was the only

signif icant variable (F t.zz = 256.49, p=0.0001 ), accounting for g0g3 of the

variation in chamber temperature of occupied lodges. Following freeze-up,

none of the f ive variables tested was a signif icant predictor of r¡.



Figure l-3. Daily f luctuations in water (dashed line), ambient air (dotted

line), and nest chamber (solid line) temperature of lodge No. l4 during

Septemben.
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Figure l-4. Daiìy fluctuations in ambient air'(dotted line) and nest chamber

(solid line) temperature of lodge No.8 duning February'
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Figure l-5. Daily f luctuations in waten (dashed line), ambient ain (dotted

line), and nest chamber (solid line) temperatune of lodge No. B duning l1ay.
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Discr¡ssion

The low C02 levels (maximum= l.B%) and absence of any obvious seasonal

variation in respinatory gas concentrations of chamber air, suggest that

occupied beaven lodges remained welì-ventitated throughout the year. To

date, the only othen study of c02 concentrations in beaver lodges was

conducted by Novak and Cook (197Ð in southern Ontario during l'1anch. They

neported a mean C02 level of 0.I l% (n= l5 lodges), which is consider"ably

lowen than the mean value oî A.461â that I neconded for. the same month.

These authors determined that the turnover rate for C02 in one beaver lodge

was 60 min, based on the amount of time nequired for C02 concentrations in

the house to netunn to pre-test levels (0.03%) following an experimental

incnease in lodge C02 to O.?BF'.

Gas exchange between the nest chamber and the external environment

takes place pnimanily thnough a vent located at the apex of the lodge where

the wall is usually thinnest and the use of mud for constnuction is minimal
(Bailey 1926, coles 1967). ln the pnesent study it was noted that as

freezing of the lodge wallprogressed in eanly winter, thevent nemained

open, presumably due to thermal warming by the resident animals. on

winter sampling days when Tu dropped below -20.0'c and winds were calm,

plumes of steam were often observed rising above active lodges. ln all
occupied lodges sampled, the vent remained unfrozen thnoughout winten,

wheneas the walls of unoccupied lodges froze completely. ln contnast,

musknat lodges do not have a vent and walls gradually freeze thr.ough most

of their depth as winter pr'ogresses (MacArthur lgg4). Huenecke et al.

( 1958) and MacArthur ( 1984) documented a buildup of C02 in muskrat lodges

that peaked at 5.0- 10.096 in late winter-early spring.

Despite the presence of a vent, active beaver lodges still demonstrated



signif icantly higher C02 and a 02 levels than abandoned houses in winter

Factons identif ied that inf luence the composition of respiratory gases in

animal bunrows (Maclean l98 l) and muskrat lodges (llacArthun l9g4),

including the absolute metabolic rate of the occupants, moisture levels, and

substrate ponosity, may also have contributed to the increased c02

accumulation and 02 depletion in active beaver todges after freeze-up. lf it
is assumed that a beaver lodge contains four animals, each with a mean

weight of lB.0 kg, an R0 of 0.92 and a resting metabolic rate at

thermoneutrality of 0.32 L O2/kg/h (l"lacArthur 1989a), then the cumulative

C02 Froduction and 02 consumption of this family group cornesponded to

23. I 3 L c02lh and 25. I 5 L Ozlh, respectively. These nespiratory demands,

togethen with the restriction of outside activity following fneeze-uÞ (par-t

II), undoubtedly contnibuted to the observed seasonal changes in the gaseous

composition of active beaver lodges. ConsiderÍng the metabolic mass of a

beaver family in winter, it is remarkable that seasonal changes in lodge gas

concentrations wene not more pronounced.

Results of this study suggest that the type of material used in

constructing ìodges may also inf luence respiratory gas concentrations in

the nest chamber. The highest c02 levels ( l.s- l.g%) were neconded from

lodge Nos. 6 and l5 which were constructed almost exclusively with mud,

clay and compacted aquatic vegetation. These stnuctunes likely presented a

greater barrier to diffusing gases than the waìls of the other, more typical

lodges sampled, which consisted of a matrix of branches interspensed with
mud. The thickness of lodge walls (including snow cover) may also

inf luence the gaseous composition of lodges, given that a signif icant, albeit
weak, cornelation was found between c02 level and wall thickness. lt is
important to note, howeven, that even the maximum co2 concentrations

2l



necorded in this study would probably have liltle physiological effect on

the lodge occupants, since beaver are apparenily insensitive to c0,
concentrations of up to l0% (lrving 1938). At COz concentrations below

l07,,lrving (1938) detected no changes in the ventilation nate, heart rate,

blood pnessure and peripheral circulation of anesthetized beavens.

Befone freeze-up, problems in conf irming the occupancy status of lodges

(especially in summen), as well as changes in shelter use could have

accounted for the lack of signif icant differ^ences in gas concentrations

between active and inactive lodges. During spring and summer, there is

little fnesh construction on dwelling lodges, as beavens concentrate on

foraging and caring for their young. ln areas where several lodges were

located on the same waterway, the lack of fresh constnuction sign on any of

the lodges made it diff icult to identify which lodges wene occupied. Also,

the use of secondany shelters (e.9., bank dens) incneases in summer, when

animals spend a greater proportion of thein time away fnom the main lodge

(coles 1967). This contrasts with the situation in winter, when all

membens of a colony reside in a primary shelter.

Results of the seasonal microclimate studies attest to the thermal

buffering capacity of beaver lodges at northern ìatitudes. The annual

vaniation in the T¡ of occupied lodges in this study (-0.4 to 25.6"C) was less

than half that of ambient ain measured at the lodge sites GAl.4 to 32.4'C).

0ven the duration of the entire study, the mean daily T¡ of lodge Nos. B and

I 4 vanied between 4.8'C and 24.9'C. which is well within the thermoneutral

zone reported by llacArthur ( I 989a) for beavers > I year old (0-28'c).

My f indings generally agree with pnevious research on the temperatune

dynamics of beaven lodges. Coles (1967) reported an annual variation in the

T¡ of beaver lodges in New Hampshire of -4.5'c to 2J.75'c, which was



similar to the T¡ range recorded by Buech et al. (1989) fonbeaven lodges in

northeastern l"linnesota (-3.0-28.6"C). Stephenson ( l96g) recorded winter
temperatunes from a beaver lodge in Aìgonquin Pank, Ontanio, which varied

from 0.8 to 1.6"C when Tu ranged from -21.0 to -6.9"C.

The signif icance of thenmally buffered shelters to small mammals that

are regularly active in cold regions has been well established (Hayward

I 965; Glaser and Lustick I 975; Woìf f and Durr I 986). The avaitability of

such shelters would seem especially cnitical to semi-aquatic mammals that

actively forage unden the ice thr'oughout the winter 0lacArthur 1979;

llacArthun and Dyck lg90). Recent evidence (MacArthur and Dyck lgg0)

suggests that beavers may mitigate abdominal cooling and thenmonegulatory

costs incunned during unden-ice foraging excursions, by periodicalty

neturning to thein lodge or bunnow to newarm. The year-nound thenmoneutnal

micnoenvironment provided by the lodge also ensunes minimal energy

expenditure duning the nesting phase of the diel activity cycle (MacArthur

1989a). Considening that winter activity of beavens may nesult in a deficit
of energy (Novakowski 1967), any savings nesulting from the utilization of a

buffened microclimate may be cnitical to survival in nonthern regions.

0ther studies (coles 1967; stephenson 1969; Buech et al. t9g9) have

shown that lodge temperature f luctuations may be inf luenced by ambient ain

and water temperatures, wall insulation (including snow cover) and the

number of occupants. Recent investigations by Buech et al. ( lg8g) nevealed

that shallow water tempenature accounted for g39B of the variability in T¡

duning summer. Before freeze-up, I also found that T* accounted for 90% of
the vaniability in T¡ of occupied lodges. Since the mean T¡ of occupied and

abandoned lodges did not differ prior to freeze-up, it appear-s that lodge

tempenature is controlled mainly by external environmental factors duning



this season. During a period of hot weathen, Buech et al. ( lggg) noted that
beavers avoided a large open-water lodge in favor of coolen bank dens when

temperatures in the lodge approached the upper limit of the thermoneutraì

zone (28'C). This observation emphasizes the impontance of secondary

shelters to beavers exposed to extended periods of high temperatunes.

Results of this study suggest that external factons effect the T¡

dynamics of active lodges minimalìy following fneeze-up. None of the f ive

vaniables measured was a signif icant pnedictor of r¡in occupied lodges

during winten. ln contrast, Buech et al. ( 1989) formulated a winter modeì

of lodge tempenature, in which the variables total walì thickness (including

snow depth), lodge site, and relative mass of beavers explained gJ% of the

variation in mean T¡ duning winter. A potentially impontant pnedictor of T¡
not estimated in the present study, was an index of the number of occupants

in active lodges. Nonetheless, the influence of beaver pnesence on T¡

dynamics was strongly suggested in Figs. t-3 through l-s. Abrupt diurnal

changes in the T¡ of lodge Nos. I and l4 coinciding with the presence or

absence of at least one of the two telemetered beavers, suggests that the

pnesence of animals in the lodge signif icantìy altered the thermal

conditions in the nest chamber during winter. A comparison of minimum T¡
measurements in occupied and abandoned lodges (-0.4.c versus -6.0'c )

supports this argument further. Daily fluctuations in T¡ that ref lect
movements of beavers to and from the lodge may also be useful indicatons

of seasonal changes in the activity pattern of resident animals. Stephenson
( 1969) measured small daily f luctuations in T¡ in winten, which suggested a

diunnal activity rhythm. Data from the present study indicated a shift from
the typical24-n rhythm of nocturnal activity in faìl (Fig l-J), to a much

more irreguìar pattern of activity in winter (Fig l-4). This trend is

24



consistent with earlier studies indicating that activity rhythms of beavers

in winter are often free-running, with a periodicity > 24h (Bovet and Oer ¡i
1974; Potvin and Bovet 1975; Lancia et al. lgB2).

ln conclusion, the construction and occupation of lodges by groups of

beavens is an important behavioral adaptation which provides them with
access to a year-nound thenmoneutral micnoclimate, even at north

tempenate latitudes. These thermal benefits are achieved at the expense of

only limited distunbance in the respil'atory gas concentrations inside the

lodge, despite the ìarge metaboric mass of the nesident animals.



Pant IX

Seasonal patterns of borly temperature and activity
in free-ranging beavers



lntroduction
Homeothenmy in smail mammars inhabiting cord environments is

achieved largely thnough a combination of behavioral avoidance of extreme
cold and physiological mechanisms that retand heat loss ( pauls l97g;
Randalland Thiessen 1980; Feist and white lggg). lt is well known that
many cord-crimate species may arso adopt seasonar torpor in onden to
neduce the ener"getic costs of temperature regulation, as well as enhance
survivar during periods of nesource scarcity (Lyman et ar. rg}Z;Fnench
I 986)' Recent studies of the Amenican badger, Taxtdea taxus,and European
badger, lleles meles, fon exampre, have shown that peniodic bouts of
shallow torpor may result in considerabìe enengy savings dur.ing winter
(Harlow l98l; Fowlen and Racey 1988). Eanlier bioenengetic studies of the
beaver suggested that this large semiaquatic rodent may also enter shallow
torpor duning periods of environmental stress. Fon example, Aleksiu[< and
Cowan ( I 969b) inferned a winter metabolic depression from the lack of
growth, aphagia, low thyroid activity and apparent lethargy in captive
nonthern beaver kits subjected to total darkness. Fur-thermone, Novakowski
( 1967) concluded that the winter food cache of northern beaver colonies
was often insuff icient to meet the enengy requinements of the nesident
animals, assuming that beavers nemain euthermic throughout the winter.

Thermoregulatory studies of beaver have arso suggested the possibre
0ccurrence of shallow torpon in this species. Forexample, smith et al. (in
press) reported a significant, 1.0-'C reduction in the mean claily abdominal
body temperature (T6) of three free-living adult beavers duning winter, but
noted that the T¡ of a single kit did not undergo a similar decline. These
authons proposed that the maintenance of an elevated r¡ in the kit
facilitated continued growth during winten. Most previous investigations of

27



the thermoregulatory capabilities of these animals have focused on

labonatory studies of captive beavens (steen and Steen I 965; Aleksiuk and

cowan 1969b; cores 196r; rlacArthur rggga; rlacArthur and Dyck r990).
llacArthur and Dyck ( r gg0) found that, despite a rarge body size, beavens

wene sensitive to immersion hypothermia. This f inding suggests that
behavioral strategies for T6 regulation may be critical to these animaìs, as

neported fon other semiaquatic species 0lacArthur r979; Fanning and

Dawson l9B0; Williams 1986). MacAnthur ( 1989a) also found that the rectal
temperature of a single kit (( 6 months old) was genenally lowen and less
stable than the abdominal r¡ of beavers ) one year of age. He hypothesized

that facultative hetenothermy should be most cnitical to kits, since these

animaìs have less time than adults to accrue fat reserves prior to the onset
of winten and may be mone sensitive to cooling during aquatic activity.

The primary objective of this study was to determine whether seasonal

hypothermia exists in free-living beavers existing at a north tempenate

latitude. Also examined was the pnecision of T6 regulation and the role of
behaviol in T¡ contnol of adult and juvenile beavers.

l,lethods

Animals

Hancock live tnaps baited with partiaily-skinned popran saplings were
used to captune nine beavers from four colonies near pinawa, Manitoba (see

study area descniption, Part I). These included three kits (sex unknown; 2.4
- 5'7 kg), one yearring (sex unknown; 7.7 kg)and four adurts (two mares, two



females; 13.2 - l8.l kg) captured between l8 t1ay and 5 0ctober lgE8. Kits
were def ined as beavens in thein f inst yean of life, yearlings wene in their
second yeaî, and adults were ¿ two yeaf-s of age. Age-class designations

were made at the time of captune on the basis of body size (Novak lggT).
Captured beavers were transported to labor'atory facilities provided by the
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE), whene each animal was
implanted with a tempenature-sensitive nadio tnansmitter.

Surgical procedunes

Pr"ior to surgery, animals were weighed and anesthetized with an

intramuscular injection of a drug mixture (0.4s mr/kg) consisting of
ketam ine hydrochlonide (Rogar/STB 

I nc), Rompun (xylazine; Haver-Lockhart)
and atropine sulfate. The drug mixture was prepaned by combining l0 ml of
ketamine stock sorution (r00 mg/mr) with r mr of Rompun (20 mg/mr), i mr

of atropine sulfate (0.5 mg/ml), and 2 ml of sterile water. Animals were
immobilized within 5 to l0 min of injection and nemained anesthetized for
0'5 to 1.0 houns. Ophtharmic ointment (Vetroporycin, pitman-Moone rnc.)

was applied to the eyes of anesthetized beavers to prevent corneal

dessication. A 5 x 6 cm area of abdominal skin was cleared of hair and

disinfected with 70?ã alcohol. A 4-cm midline incision was made through
the skin, foìlowed by a 2-cm incision through the body wall along the linea
alba' Transmitters were inserted into the body cavity, and the body wall
and skin incisions were closed with J-0 catgut and 000 sirk sutunes,
respectively. At the completion of sungery, animals were given an
intnamuscular injection of a long-acting antibiotic (Derapen, Ayerst
Laboratonies) at a dosage oî o.2Tmllkg. Beavers were kept in the
laboratory overnight and released at the capture site within 24 hours of the



operation' lmplanted animals wene not monitored for at least one week
following sungery. tvery effor-t was made at the end of the study to
recaptune implanted beavers to surgically nemove and recalibrate nadio
transmitters. Examination of recaptured beavens reveared comprete
recovery from previous sungery.

Body temperature and rorrge use measurements
Body temperatures of beavers were determined using 30-60 g model L-11

radio-tnansmitters 01ini-mitters rnc., sunriver, 0R) accurate to within
0.2'c. Tnansmitter signars were received on a Rearistic TRC-2 r 5
six-channel cB transceiver (l1ini-mittens lnc.). prion to implantation, each
radio was calibnated at 1.0-"c increments fnom 25.0 to 34,0"c, and at
0'5-'c increments from 34.0 to 40.0'c, using a Haake Ag l cinculating water
bath' The caribration was repeated one week rater, and onry those radios
which showed no signs of dnift were used in the study. of the foun
operational nadios recovered at the end of the study, two had not dr ifted at
all, while the remaining two appeared to have drifted by only 0.002 and
0.003'c/day (assuming rinear drift over the 6- r0 mo. rec'rding peniod).

Body temperature recordings made with the latter two transmitters were
conrected for drift prior to analysis. No comection was applied to the f ive
unrecovered transmitters. However, T6 measurements taken from these
animals were considened accurate, since seasonal means of cornected and
unconnected radios varied by only 0.5 _ l.;^C.

Two appnoaches wene used to collect abdominal r¡ and activity data
from free-ranging beavens. The finst involved an automated system that
recorded the T¡ and presence 0f'absence of beavens in thein rodges at
15-min intervars throughout the day. The second method invorved the
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manuaì recording of 16 and activity patterns of individual animaìs

monitored during l0- to J00-min obsenvation sessions (0500-2J00 h).

The automated system consisted of two receivers (Realistic TRC-215,

llini-mittens lnc.), two tape recorders (Sony CF-400A) and a digital timer
(RS Components Ltd.) housed in an insulated, weathenproof box situated
l5-30 m from the lodge. The radio signal was detected with a folded dipole
antenna mounted on top of the lodge and coupìed to the neceivers via coaxial
cable. A 60-w light bulb powened by a l2-v can battery was used to heat

the equipment box duning winter. At ls-min intervals, the digital timer
activated the neceivens and tape reconders, providing a Az-sneconding of
the telemetened signal. At least J-5 consecutive days of automated

recordings were obtained fnom one or two animals at a given coìony site
before the system was dismantled and ne-established at another site.
Since transmitten signals were received only when instrumented beavers

wene in the lodge, the automated data senies was used to denive both Tg and

an hounly lodge use index. This index was def ined as: (total necondings pen h

indicating presence of beaver in lodge / total recondings per h) x 100. The

occurrence of a strong, stable radio signal over 7 h of consecutive

recordings was taken as an indication that the resident animal was resting
in the lodge. Measurements made in the f inal 2 h of such sequences wene

used to estimate mean resting Tg. To obtain a mone precise estimate of
daily loclge use in selected animals, the sampling interval of automated
recordings was neduced from l5 min to either 2 or s min. The higher
sampling frequencies reduced the likelihood that beavers might leave the
ìodge and neturn between successive necordings. The shontened necording
interval was suff icient to determine the presence or absence of a

radio-tagged beaver in the lodge, but could not be used to accunately



determine T5.

Pniol^ to fneeze-up, an effont was made to cornelate the T6 dynamics of
active animals with the pattern of aquatic activity. lnstrumented animals
wene monitored fnom a canoe, from concealed locations along the shoreline,
or from a 3.4-m high observation tower erected about 20 m from the lodge.

When a beaver moved beyond the transmitting range of the nadio implant,
continuous surveillance of the subject was maintained, and signal

recordings were nesumed when the animal was once again within reception
nange. During each obsenvation session, T¡ was usually deter-mined at 5-10
min intervals. During winter, telemetered signals from beavers active

under the ice were manually necorded at distances of 5-20 m from the

animals. lce cover made it possible for the observer to follow and maintain
signal contact with animals engaged in under-ice exculsions away fnom the
nesident lodge.

Statistical analyses

l{ean T5 in summer (20June - 3l August lggg), fall(l september - 31

October 1988) and winter ( I November - l5 March lgSg) was calculated for
each animal. These data were also pooled by age-class and seasonal r5
means wene calculated separately for kits and adults. Body temperatune

data collected from the single yearling were obtained mainly in summer and

these data were pooled with the summer nesults for kits. Statistical
comparisons wene also made of pooled T¡ data collected prior to freeze-up
(20 June - I November), with that obtained following freeze-up (2 November
- l5 llanch ). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate seasonal
vaniations in Tg. Two-sampre comparisons of means were made with
student's /-tests or paired /-tests. signif icance was set at the 5% ìevel
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and means are presented with t I SE.

Results

seasonal patterns of body ternperature and rodge use
The mean abdominal T6 of all impìanted animals remained nemarkably

stable thnoughout the year (Table 2-l). Kits demonstrated an overaìì mean
Tp in summer of j6.9 t 0.02'c, which increased srìghily in fail to j7..l t
0.01'c, and decrined again in winter to i6.7 r 0.02'c ( Tabre 2-r). Though
statistically significant (F2,tzz=lo.As, p=0.0001), this trend indicates a

maximum seasonar reduction in mean T¡ of onry 0.4"c. The mean resting ï5
of kits demonstrated a maximum seasonal reduction of 0.5'c (36.g-36.5"C),

which was also statistically signif icant (F2,6 
7 = I L 64, p=0.0001 ). The

ovenaì1, mean T6 of adult beavers exhibited a similar consistency, with
summer, fall and winter means of i7.0 t 0.01'c, J6.g t 0.01"c and J7.o t
0.01"c, respectivery (Tabre z-r). The maximum seasonar change in mean T¡
0f adult beavers was only o.z'c, but again, this subile difference proved

statistically significant (Fz,roo = 3.14, p=0.04g). Ilaximum seasonal

variation in the mean .esting T¡ of adults was aìso 0.2'c (J6.7 _ i6.g,c),
though in this case, the difference was not significant (Fz,6q= 2.34, p=

0. t04).

There was considerabre dairy variation in the T¡ of kits and adurts
monitored dur"ing autumn and early winter (Fig. 2- l). The most dnamatic
changes in T6 wene associatecl with periods of aquatic activity. Abdominal
T6 usually dnopped by 1.0 - 1.5'c duning the peniod of absence from the
lodge, then recovered (at least in part) when the animal returned to the
lodge nest chamber, prion to the onset of the next excur.sion (e.g., Fig. 2- lB,
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Table 2-l: Seasonal variation in mean body temperature of fnee-living beavens.

jgl Animal l"tean Hean Hean

s7s J7 ir0.02 ( r5) i7.5t0 02 ( tB) J7 rr0 02 ( r7)
6 rs i6 8t0.02 ( t5) i6.Br0.0 t ( t9) i6 5r0.0J ( ti)

Kits B 15 35.9t0.0J (6)

835 J6.7t0.03 (20) J7,ZtO.tZ e)
Pooled 36.9t0.02 (50) J7. lr0.0l (J9) 36.7t0.02 (J6)

Adults

555

565

605

755

Pooled

37.0t0.01 (20)

37.0t0.01 (20)

36.8t0.02 ( t6)

37.010.02 ( l0)

36.6t0.03 (6)

36.8t0.01 (32)

36 5t0.04 (6)

36.8t0.02 (B)

36.9t0.01 (23)

37.8t0.02 ( l4)

37.010.01 (5 t )

Note: lle_ap are-presented with r | ÞE; v_q-lqes in parentheses indicate thenumben of days of data collectioh tSz:Õo obðervàïioriðr;#'o:ãrii ' -



Figure 2- l. Representative 24-n body temperature recordings from a kit

(No. 575) and an adult beaver (No. 605) during autumn (4, B) and early winter

(C, D). The dashed line denotes period when animal was absent fnom the

lodge. The horizontal bar indicates the period of darkness.
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0100 - 0800 h)' Periods of inactivity were usually characterized by stable,
on graduaìly increasing T¡ values (e.g., Fig. Z-lA,0g0O - lg00 h). However,
because the sampring intervar was r5 min, beavers wourd have had ampre
time to leave the lodge and return between successive automated
recordings' undetected excul^sions (< l5 min duration) could account for
sudden drops in Tp at times when the unintenrupted dataset suggested that
the animar had remained in the house (e.g., Fig. z-lD, r r r5 _ r200 h).

Prior to freeze-up, hourly f luctuations in rodge use and mean T¡ were
similar in kits and adults (Figs. z-z|and 2-JA). During this period, beavers
wef e pnesent in the rodge for onry 35-50?B of ail nighttime necordings,
compared to approximately 9096 for all daytime measurements. Between
0600 and 1800 h, the mean hounly T¡ of kits and adults incneased at a nate
of approximately 0. l'clh and peaked at, or just prior to, the onset of
evening activity (Figs. z-z/.and 2-JA). rn both groups, mean hourry T¡
generaily decrined during the nocturnar active period, neaching a minimum
shortly after sunrise. The maximum daily range in mean hourly Tp dur ing
the open waten season was 0.g"c (36.6 - 37.4'C) fon adurts, and r . r "c (36.5
- 37'6'c) for kits' Hourly variation in lodge use and mean T¡ of the adults
was much less pronounced following freeze_up (Fig. 2_38). ln this case, the
hourly lodge use index vanied from 65 ro 9rf.(mean= BJ.3 t g.7%),and mean
hourly Tg varied by only 0.2'c (J7.0 - 37.2,c). lnterestingly, the kits
demonstnated gneater rabirity in rodge use and mean hourry T5 during the
same period (Fig. 2-28). Hourly lodge use of the kits f luctuated between 5l
and 93ÍB (mean= 75. I t I 0.ggB), while their mean hourty T5 vanied by 0.g,c
(36'3 - 37.1'c). Detailed 24-h lodge use measunements indicated that, in
late summer, a singre adurt remained in the rodge for J9 - 6EtB of each day
(Table 2-Ð. rn contrast, duringrz days of intensive monitoring in rate
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Figure 2-2. Ðaily variation in lodge use and abdominal body tempenatune of

beaver t<its (Nos. 575, 615, Bl5, 835) before (A) and aften (B) freeze-up.

Histognam indicates hourly ìodge use index (see text); closed cincles, mean

hourly body temperature, Each hourìy mean is based on 46-258

observations; verticaì lines denote t I SE. Honizontal bars indicate the

peniod of darkness, with variation in sunrise and sunset times repnesented

by the cross-hatched areas.
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Figure 2-3. Daily variation in ìodge use and abdominal body temperature of

adult beaver (Nos. 565, 605, 755) before (A) and after (B) fneeze-up'

Histogram indicates hourly lodge use index (see text); closed circles' mean

hounlybodytempenatune.Eachhourlymeanisbasedon3T-158

observations; ventical lines denote t I SE' Horizontal bars indicate the

period of darkness, with variation in sunrise and sunset times represented

by the cross-hatched areas'
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Table 2-2: seasonar changes in dairy rodge use by three adurt beavers

Animal

}(595

x585

)(595

605

755

605

755

605

755

ling

Aug 3-4

Aug 5-7

Aug I l- lZ

Feb I 6-20

Feb I 6-20

llar IO-t4

llar l0-14

Ylar 17-21

Ylar 17-21

ïotal period

144f/

2880

I 435

6l l4

61 14

5778

5778

5760

5760

Cumulative
time in

i lodoe

93s

I 970

5s5

6056

5962

5490

5608

5572

56 t6

% Time in
I

65'8

68q.

39rã

99Íð

98y6

957d

97F6

97%

989.

x Animal monitoned at
monitoned at 2-min .5-min-intervals; all othen beavens wereintervals througñout tne öoõ.ãÃiaîion peniod.
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winter, two adult beavers were present in the lodge for95 - gg%of aìl

necordings (Table 2-Ð.

Automated T¡ recordings which indicated an animal had remained in the

lodge for a minimum of f ive consecutive houns wete used to analyze

temporal changes in Tp prior to the onset of a major activity bout. Data

fr'om thnee kits (Nos. 575, 615 and Bl5) and foun adults (Nos. 5s5, 56s, 605

and 755) revealed a0.22 - 0.64'C increase in mean T¡ during the J-h period

immediately preceeding the f irst excul sion from the lodge (Fig. 2-4). For.

kits, the increase in Tg prior to leaving the lodge was signif icanily greater

aften fneeze-up than during the open waterseason (Fl,gS = 9.55, p= 0.004).

For adults, the mean maximum pne-activity nise in T6 was simiìar in both

seasons (Ft,oz =2.33, P= 0.132). The mean dunation of the first of each

sequence of excul'sions by kits away from the ìodge was similar (Ft,78 =

2.59, P= 0.1 l2) before and aften freeze-up UZ.Z t 4.g and S9.J t I 1.4 min,

respectively). Adults demonstrated a signif icant reduction in the mean

duration of the initial excul'sion (Ft,6J = 5.55, P= 0.022), fnom 160.2 t 40.7

min during the open water season, to s7.6 t g.2 min following freeze-up

(Table 2-3). The first excursion usually signalled the beginning of a major

bout of aquatic activity. All animals exhibited a mean drop in T6 dur ing the

f irst excursion, with no evidence of seasonal differences (p > 0.05) fon

eithen kits on adults (Table 2-J, Fig. 2-q. within a major activity bout, the

maximum nate of rewarming duning intenmittent periods in the ìodge was

calculated and compared to the maximum rate of pre-activity warming

presented in Fig 2-4. lt was found that, following aquatic activity, the

maximum wanming rates of kits (0.04"C/min, n= 7l) and adults (0.02'C/min,

n= 38) were 3- l0 times higher than during the J-h pre-activity peniod

(0.003 - 0.0t'C/min).
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Figure 2-4. Pre-immersion changes in mean body temperature for (A) thnee

kits befone (open cincìes, n=57) and aften (closed circles, n=25) freeze-up,

and (B) four adults before (open circles, n=30) and after (closed circles,

n=30) fneeze-up. Pleans are presented with t l5E. The dashedvertical line

indicates the f inal body temperature recording made prior to the onset of

aquatic activity. The asterisk (x) indicates the f irst body temperature

measur'ement made subsequent to the animaì's neturn to the lodge.
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Table 2-3: summary of e.xcursion times and body temperatune chanoesassociared wirh acrivity in aourt anl iirîäñú';ù;;;rÅ:"r'
3-g-*- Animal Excu.sion. pnel¡nmersionx Excur-sionxxcrass no time (min) ain I;öl-'-" iro (.c) season

Kits

575

6t5

835

38.6t7.9

33.6t7.4

64.6t9.7

0.1t0 1 (2t)

0 2t0 1 (25)

0.6t0 2 ( lJ)

-0,5t0.2

-0.5t0.I

-2.2t0.2

565

Adults 605

755

195.6t55.4

96.4t33.4

25.0t5.0

0.5t0. 1 (24)

0.1t0.2 (6)

-0.0210 3 (j)

Befone

freeze-up-0.8t0.1

-0.3t0.3

-0.5t0.3

Kits

575

6r5

8t5

49.6t13.2

75.0t20.1

0 4t0.2 ( li)
I 1r0.2 (B)

0.4t0.1 (5)

-0.5t0.2

- 1.3t0.2

- 1.0t0.2

Adults

555

565

605

75s

I 16.3t34.j

72.0tÆ.9

42.9t5.6

45.0t I 1.0

0.8t0.3 (4)

0.6t0.4 (5)

0.6t0 | ( t4)

0.5t0.3 (8)

-0.7t0.3

-0.01t0.3

-1.1t0.2

- 1.5t0.2

Af ten

fneeze-up

Note: Data are oresented only for the first of each sequence of excursionsgyt'l_g nä¡oiäciiüiii;'6.rt-r_ |1gfi;ió öiäårnt.d wirh t r sE; varuesrn parenthêses indicáte the numoei oi o6ser.vations.
x Pneimmersion aTb = Final rb prion to leaving lodge - Tb J h pr-iol- to ìeavinglodge.

xxExcursion aTb = Finst Tb necondetaften animal netunned from initialexcursion - finat rb neconded before ánimai ibiï'tïe lodge.
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Body temperature dynamics during aguatic activity
Before fneeze-up, detaired observations of the T¡ changes that

acc'mpany aquatic activity wene necorded from thnee kits and four adurts
during a total of 35 foraging excursions. rleasurements usuaily began when
the beaven was still inside the nesident lodge onburrow, and continued alterit emerged outside and remained active within viewing f-ange. Activity
typically consisted of extended periods of surface swimming interr.upted by
occasionar shont dives and bnief trips onshone, or bouts of foraging in
shallow water along the shoreline. rn winter, ice coven pnecruded the dinect
observation of active beavens, though the transmitter imprants permitted
tnacking of animars swimming under the ice. A totar of nine unden_ice
excursions was recorded from one kit and two adurts.

Aquatic activity armost invar-iabry nesurted in a decrine in T¡, which
usually continued to drop for 5-15 min afterbeavers returned to thein lodge
or bu*ow (Fig. 2-5). This was forowed by a period of rewar-ming in the
lodge pnior to a subsequent excursion (Fig. 2-5). Kits appeared to be most
sensitive to aquatic cooring (Tabre 2-4),with a mean nate of cooring in
f -9'C water (0. r r t 0.02'c/min) which was 2.g times gneaten than that of
adults under simirar conditions ( /= 2.g4, dî= 32,p= 0.00 r ). Kits spent ress
time in r-g'c water (7.75 t r.g3 min) than did adurts Q2.75 t 2.7gmin, l
=4'0, df=32, p=0.00r). rntenestingry, there was no difference between kits
and adurts in the mean net decrine in T¡ per excursion (Tabre 2_4, p)0.05).
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Figure2-5.Bodytemperaturedynamicsassociatedwithshont-termchanges

inactivityoffree-ìivingbeavers'(A)lB.lkgmale,28November,l98B

(1215-1345h).(B)l6.8kgmale,60ctober,l988u727-1928h).(C)16.8

kgmale,22September,l9B8(1638-1951h).Symbolsdenotepresencein

the lodge or burrow (closed circles); swimming or f loating in water (open

triangles); and fonaging in shalìow water near shore (open squares)' tn (A)

and(B),recordingsattime0wenemade<5minaftertheanimalhad

returned to the lodge or burrow'
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TABLT 2-4. Summary of voruntary immersion tìmes and body temperature

Sampl ing period

September l4-30

.À(¡

T*

range ("C)

l0- l2

October 5-21

Period of
immersion lmin) _

Ki ts Adul ts

0ctober Z6-

February I I

6-9

Ï?ln,'*rollfi,'iT,Ji:'ïÍ'Í.1:;.;ii:: T],1ì.:?:0"Í;l^i":ln:: 1rg rour adurrs > z vears ord Means areiJ'j:ji',i.u',',J,','oîï JI,JJîïJl*i:,;*llitt*.::ä:i,.åii:'!li,;!ill: ã,:,il:åi:or'o¿u,l;î:;,å;

8.8 t2.32

(13)

14.0r3.65

( l0)

l-2

Haximum To decline
per excursion (.C)

Kits Adults

L

incl udes cases when abJo'i nui .äi öi.;t i;ruJJ,' 'tifif#lli'Jr'..ti'r'å'iTor'n. 'jJ,'#jiilJ,,

changes of free-ranging beavers.

5. 10r2.61

(5)

23.413 .08

(e)

21.9!5.27

(7)

0.57r0. l0

(13)

Cool i ng rate
i n water l"C . mi n-l )

Ki ts Adul ts

0. 45r0. 13

(t0)

0.5t10.18

(s)

0.9tr0. I I

(e)

0.87f0. 40

(7)

0.10r0.03

(r3)

0.0410.01

(r0)

0. I 410. 05

(s)

0.0410.004

(e)

0.04r0. I 7

(7)

pres en ted
of maximum
water.



Discussion
Results of this study revealed that the mean abdominal T6 of kits and

adurts nemained crose to 37.0'c throughout the year, with no evidence of
shalrow torpon in eithen age group. The T5 nanse of free-riving beavers was
comparable to that (36'7 - 37.3'c) pneviously reported for captive animals
(coles lg67;MacArthun r9g9a). 0n the other hand, smith et ar. (in press)
reponted a statisticaily significant, r.o'c reduction in the mean daiìy T¡ of
thnee free-living adult beavers in nonthern rlinnesota between autumn
(36.3'C) and winten-earry spring (35.3'c). Though the enengetic saving
associated with a r.0-'c neduction in mean dairy T¡ is questionabre, it is
conceivable that this may ref lect an adaptive depression in resting
metabolic rate in winter (Aleksiuk and cowanlg6gb; smith et al. in pness).
Howeven, the discrepancy between my f indings and those neponted by smith
et al' (in press) could also reflect differences in enengy availability or
thermal stress expenienced by animaìs monitored in the two studies. For
example, if the amount of vegetation stored in the food cache is inadequate
to supply the entine colony (Novakowski lg67), or if winter ice conditions
render the food pile inaccessible (smith and peterson lggg), then selection
might favor a facultative reduction in metabolic rate and r5 during periods
of inactivity in the rodge. Howeven, it courd arso be argued that the
fnequency and duration of under-ice foraging excur-sions away from the
cache should increase under these conditions. since cold water immersion
nesults in abdominar cooring (Tabre 2-4), an increase in foraging activity
duning winter courd contribute to a reduction in mean dairy Tg. rn this
context, it is nerevant to note that the two adurts that demonstrated a
signif icant decrine in T¡ during winten in smith et ar.,s (in press) study,
spent less time in the lodge Q2 - 8l% of total observations) than did the



two adults studied intensively in the pnesent investigation (g5 - gg%,Table
2-Ð' Furthermore, the mean dairy f-ange in T6 that r reconded for adurts
aften freeze-up (0'2'c) was much lower than that (2.5'c) neported by Smithet al. (in press).

Dairy f ructuations in T6 and rodge use prior to fneeze_up foilowed a
regulan pattenn of incneasing Tg and near-continous occupation of the rodgeduring the dayright hours, forowed by a genenar decrine in T¡ and rodge useat night. pnevious studies of captive animars (r"racArthur rggga) and
free-living beavers monitoned during the open-water season (Bovet andOerili 1974; potvin and Bovet r975; Lancia et ar. l9g2;smith et ar. inpress) have nevealed similardiel T¡ and activity rhythms. Data presented inFigs.2-2A and 2-3A suggest the possibirity of endogenous T6 changes

independent of activity (Hant rgT r;rlacAnthun rgTg) dur.ing the open waterseas.n. The diurnar increase in T6 of beavers inside the rodge began
abrupily, and proceeded at a relativery steady rate (Figs 2-ziand 2_3A).
Furthermone, this rise in T6 began several hours before the animals
initiated a major activity bout, as reveare dby areduction in lodge use (Figs.
2-2A and 2-3A). rlacAnthur ( rgTg) posturated that separate endogenous
oscilrators governing T5 and moton activity pattenns in muskrats may beclosely synchnonized in summer, but offset in winter, such that incneases inT6 could precede the onset of activity (see below). The effects of different
types and revers of motor activity wourd then be superimposed on these
endogenous T6 changes.

Aften freeze-up, no obvious dairy trends in T6 and rodge use were
appanent for either kits or adurts, though thene appeaned to be some
evidence of a sharow dier cycre in each case (Figs . z-z'and 2-38). Dairyvariab'ity in T5 and rocrge use during winten appeared greatest in kits (Fig.



2-28). This observation was at vaniance with smith et ar.,s (in press)
finding that the mean daily T6 amplitude for adurts incneased during winter
from r .4 to 2.5"C, whire that of a singre kit dectined fnom 2.2 to r .4'c.
Based on winten weight gains of juvenire beavers (smith and peterson
l98g), smith et ar. (in press) proposed that a higher, m're stabre T¡,
togethen with parental feeding and a neduction in activity outside the lodge,
all contributed to the g.owth of kits during winter. However, without direct
obsenvation of parent-young intenactions in the winter lodge, the question
of panental feeding cannot be nesolved. on the othen hand, the variability in
lodge use and T6 of kits observed in the pnesent study suggests that these
animals actively for'aged away from the lodge during winter. Both kits and
adurts accrue signif icant fat reserves prior to the onset of winten, but as
the season pnogf'esses, adults genenally lose weight, whereas kits often gain
it (smith and peterson rgg8) and may even show signs of physicar growth
(D' Sopr-ovich, pensonar communication). Langer size penmits a greaten
dependence on body fat nesenves (Young lg7il;Lindstedt and Boyce lgg5) and
this in turn may neduce the need for adurts to forage, thus minimizing the
thermar stress associated with aquatic activity. rnterestingry, adurt
beavers exhibited a signif icant reduction in excursion duration following
freeze-up' conversery, kits may have to incnease their foraging activity in
winten in order to sustain growth. The lack of seasonal variation in mean
excursion time of kits (Tabre 2-J) suggests that these animars may not
neduce thein foraging activity during winter. considering that kits are m're
sensitive to aquatic cooling than adults (Table z-A),failure to neduce
foraging activity could have contributed to the greater claily T6 f luctuations
observed in these younger animars during winter Gig.2-2ù.

A common T6 resp'nse of smail semiaquatic mammars to extended



pef i'ds 0f immersion in water is usuary one of continuous, 0rnear-continuous cooling (llacArthur 
I 9B9b). water shrews, sorex pa/ustris(Calder I 969), muskrats, Ondatra zlbethicus(l"lacAnthur 

I 979), waterrats' Hydromys chrysogaster (Fanning and Dawson rgg0) and mink, H,ustelavison (wi, iams r 986), a, demonstnate a steady decrine in nectar orabdominal 16 dur'ing sustained immersion in cord water. rn the raboratory,abdominal cooling was documented in adurt and immature beavers at a,water temperatures berow 29"c(r"racArthur and Dyck rgg0), with thestrongest cooling response recorded in a single 4- month-old kit. Therefone,it was not sunprising that the T6 of free-nanging beave.s genera¡y decrinedwhen the animars engaged in aquatic activity (Fig. 2-5). r"ly f ierd data arsoindicated that kits were far more susceptible to abdominar cooring duringaquatic fo.aging bouts than adults, and they appeared to compensate for thisthrough a reduction in voruntary immersion time (ïab re 2-4). Despitedramatic differences in aquatic cooring rates, both age groups demonstnatedthe same net decline in T¡ per excursion (Table Z_q. lt is also noteworthythat T6 usualry continued to drop for- the f irst 5- r5 minutes af ter theanimal returned to the lodge fnom a foraging tnip (Fig. 2_5). lt is weildocumented that beavers are capabre of pronounced regionar heterothermy
during cord water immersion (cutwnight and rlcKean rgTg;steen and steen1965; MacArthur and Dyck rgg0). Thenefone, it is possibre that cincurationof blood thr"ough cooled peripheral extremities may have contributed to thiscontinued decrine in deep T5 forowing the withdrawar of the animal fromthe water.

An abirity to torerate rimited hypothermia and, thus presumabry extendvoluntary immersion time in cord waten, has been reported in water shrews(carder r969), water rats (Fanning and Dawson rgg0) and muskrats (sherer



and wunder rgTg; rlacArthun rgTg). rn addition, winter_accrimatized
muskrats appear to deray the deveropment of hypothenmia by erevating T5 inthe lodge prion to entry into near-freezing water (l'lacArthur 1979). A
simiran pre-activity rise in T5 dur-ing winten has been noted fon the ned
squirrel' Tamtasciurus hudsanicus (Pauls 1g7g)and the Mongolian genbil,
lTeriones ungurculatus (Randall and rhiessen lg8o). Though a pr e-activity
elevation in T¡ was noted in the current study (Fig.2_4. the mean T¡
increase was usuaty ress than r.0.c (Tabre 2_3). Nevertheress, if it is
assumed that deep body cooling ultimately rimits voruntary immension time
in this species, then a pre-immersion rise in T5 of 0.6"c could signif icanily
increase avairabre foraging time in cord water. Fon exampre, given that a
swimming adurt beaver coors at an average nate of 0.04 ,c/min (Tabre 2_4)
and, assuming an avenage T6 drop of r.0 "c during a typicar excursion, then apre-immersion nise in T5 of 0.6 'c courd extend avairabre foraging time by
about r5 min. rt is arso rikery that rapid, intermittent rewarming during an
activity bout enhances fonaging eff iciency in these amphibious mammars.
The maximum rates of newarming within a major brock of activity were
3- l0 times higher than the pre-activity warming rates, suggesting that the
latter were well below the thermogenic capabilities of these animals. As
suggested by MacArthur and Dyck ( r gg0), a rarge portion of the
thermonegulatory costs of aquatic activity may be met aften the animals
have reft the water. Thus, beaver may postpone energeticaily cosily
increases in thenmoregulatory heat pnoduction until after they have returned
to the thermoneutnar micnocrimate of the rodge (pant I).

Data presented in Fig. 2-5 suggest that behavionar mechanisms pray a
criticar rore in thermoreguration of beavers in nature. Like muskrats
(lïacArthur r979) and water rats (Fanning and Dawson rgg0), beavers seem
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to mitigate body cooling and thenmoregulatory costs incurred dur-ing aquatic
excursions, by peniodicarty neturning to their rodge or bunrow to rewarm.
This nesponse is probabry most criticar to t<its, which appeared to
compensate for their greaten sensitivity to immension hypothenmia by
spending less time in the waten pen individual trip than the adults. 0lder
animals arso appeared to reduce thermar stress and enengy nequinements
duning winter by remaining in the rodge fon more than B0% of the day (Fig.
2-38, Tabre 2-2), and by shontening the duration of under-ice excursions.
Behavionar obsenvations of beavers in their rodges are stirr r.equined to
clarify questions .egarding age-rerated differences in foraging activity
during winter. rt appears that through a combination of physiorogicar
adaptations that retand heat loss and behaviorar mechanisms for minimizing
immersion hypothermia, beavens ane abre to r-egurate T6 economicaily and
with a high degree of precision throughout the year.

d



part [{I
Daily energy metaborism and thermoreguration of beavers

under simulated winter conditions



lntroduction
Few mammars exhibit a greater capacity to arten the structune, dynamics

and productivity of aquatic ecosystems than the Nor-th Amenican beaver,
castor canadensis' Yet despite numef'ous investigations of foraging ecology

and habitat manipuration (t1cDowe, and Naiman rg86; Naiman et ar. rgg6;
Novak rgBT), few studies have addnessed the energy and nutrient
requinements of fnee-riving beavers (e.g., Novakowski r967). Estimates ofthe daily cost of fnee-existence are vitar to the deveropment of accunate
seasonar energy budgets and for the testing and ref inement of optimal
foraging moders (Jenkins r9g0; Berovsky r9g4; r"rcGinrey and whitham
1985)' A quantitative undenstanding of ener'gy and nutrient nequirements isalso essential to the intelligent management of this pnominent fun-beaner,

such infonmation courd, for exampre, contnibute to the deveropment of randcapabirity moders which attempt to predict beaver densities based onquantitative assessments of habitat quarity (srough and sadle ir lg77;
Howand and Larson l9B5).

Despite the growing interest in wirdrife bioenengetics, few techniques
are cu*enty avairabre for estimating energy costs in free-nanging animars.
To date, one of the most ecorogicaty meaningfur appnoaches to this subject
has invorved carcuration of the average dairy metaboric nate (AD,,1R). The
ADMR is def ined as the mean nate of metaboric heat pnoduction measuned
.ver a 24-n period under a specif ied set of environmentar conditions
(chapper r9g0; Randorf r9g0a, r9g0b; Nagy r9g9). rleasunements of ADrlRintegrate the energetic costs associated with basal metabolism, locomotoractivity, thermoreguration, heat increment of feeding and reproduction
(Randolf 1980a; Karasov lgB l). carcurations of ADMR are commonry used inenergy budget calculations to predict long-term metabolic costs and to



estimate food requinements of free-riving animars (e.g., chapper rgB0; Nagy
1989).

The purpose of the pnesent study was to estimate the AD'1R, as weil as
examine dairy temporar pattenns in metaboric heat production, body
temperature (T6) and aquatic activity of beaver living under simulated
winten conditions. previous studies (part II; MacArthun and Dyck rgg0)
suggest that beavens a.e susceptible to immension hypothermia and that the
thenmoreguratony costs of winter fonaging may be high in this species.
Therefone' a majon objective was to examine the relationship between ADf"lR
and daily immersion time in captive beavers. A second goar was to estimate
the metabolic nequinements of an entire beaver colony, and balance this cost
against carcurated estimates of the totar energy reserves of the corony at
the onset of winter. Though data ane rimited, thene is some evidence
(Novakowski 1967) that the ener'gy reserves of the winter food caches of
beaver coronies may be insuff icient to sustain the animars thr.ough the
winter, assuming maintenance of normar r¡ and a basar rate of heat
production. This apparent energy def icit may be met by for.aging awayfrom
the food cache, subsisting on body fat reserves, or by depnessing metaboric
rate during winter (Areksiuk and cowan rg6ga, b; smith et ar. in pness).

llethods

Animals

Beavers were livetrapped in lateJune, rggg, at two colony sites. Four
animals wene captured in boreal forest habitat near pinawa, llanitoba (see
Part I), and an additional pair was caught along the Assiniboine River within
the city of winnipeg, rlanitoba (50.06, N, gg'20, w). These incruded four



yeaf'rings (two mares, two of unknown sex; r 0.5- r 3.4 kg) and two aduìts
(one mare, one femare; r7.3- rg.6 kg), Animars wer.e transpor ted to the
univensity of Manitoba agricultural reseanch station located approximately
20 km south of winnipeg, and housed in wine cages (240x I l4 x 86 cm)
equipped with wooden, fiberglass-lined nest boxes (5g x 69 x 4s cm). Each
cage held two animals. cages wene set at an incline on the bank of a small
pond, such that the rowen end of each cage was submerged to a maximum
depth of approximately 40 cm. Diet consisted of commercial rodent chow
(wayne F-6 nodent Bìox) provided ad ltbitum,suppremented with appres,
carrots and fnesh aspen saplings ( Populus tremuloides). Beavers adapted
weil to captivity and, with the exception of one yearring, ail animars gained
weight on the diet provided. The aforementioned yearring appeared
abnormally timid and lethargic during its stay in captivity and was not used
in the study.

lletabol ic rate determinations
lletabolic tests were penfonmed on single animals in a set-up designed to

simurate winten f ierd conditions (Fig. 3- r). A f ibergrass-rined, prywood
tank f irted to a depth of 6g cm with 4.0.c water was housed in a
controiled-environment ro'm kept at 5 t rc with a photoper iod of gL:r5D.
A single partition with a 42-cm opening at one end divided the tank into two
compartments (Fig 3- lA). Removable wire screen covers secuned to a frame
3 cm below the water rever pnevented diving beavers from surfacing at any
point in the tank except in a respirometer designed to simulate a winter
lodge. The ratter consisted of a 141.7-L, f ibergrass-rined, prywood chamber
with a 45 X 50 cm resting ptatform and a clear plexiglas top (Fig. 3- tB). A
greased rubber gasket between the Plexiglas cover and the chamber walls
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Fig 3- 1 Schematic diagram of the microhabitat simulation for monitoring

daily activity, oxygen consumption, and body temperature patterns of

unnestrained beavers. A, plan view of simuìation showing the position of

the "lodge" (respirometer) neìative to the food cache. B, detailedview of the

"lodge".
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ensuned an airtight sear. To measune internar rodge tempenatune, two
c'pper-constantan thenmocoupres were secured to the back wa, of the
chamber' l3 and 35 cm above the ìevel of the nesting platform. Additional
thenmocoupres were used to moniton water temperatune in the tank and
ambient tempenature in the controiled-environment noom. Ain, water and
lodge temperatunes were measured to the nearest 0.1'c with a sensortec
Model Bat- l2 digital thermometer.

Room air was drawn into the rodge through an opening in the back wa,just above the resting platform and exited via an exhaust port located near
the top of the chamben, above the prunge hore (Fig.3_rB). Frow nate
downstream fnom the lodge was maintained at J0 L/min using a caribnated
moder 605 rlatheson notameten. A continous record of the fractionar 02
content of the exhaust gas was obtained by routing a sampre of chamber. gas
tht'ough waten and c02 absorbents (drierite and soda lime, respectively), andthen through an s3-A oxygen analyzer(Applied Electrochemistry lnc.)
connected to a strip-chart recorder (sE- 120, BBC 6oenz l-letrawatt). Based
on a nitrogen dirution technique (Fedak et ar. rggr), the time requined for
the nespir-ometry system to achieve g5% equiribration was r2_ r5 min.

st.ip-char't tracings were partitioned into r-h brocks and the mean
hourry fractionar 02 content of the exhaust gas was determined using a
Jandel Digitizing Tablet and micropf'ocessor to integrate the area beneath
the 02 tracing' lletabolic data collected during the first hour of each run
were omitted from the anaryses. The hourry nate of oxygen consumption was
carcurated according to equation 4b of withers ( rg77), modif ied for
measurements under non-steady state conditions (pauls lgsg). The wet
f low rate of exhaust gas was c'nverted to a drygas varue by carcurating themoisture content, as described by paurs ( rgg0). ïhe respiratory quotient
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(RQ) determined by MacAnthur ( rg'ga) 
'on 

non-fasted beaver.s (0 g2) wasused in oxygen consumption calculations and for conventing these varues tounits of heat production (w/kg; stanier et ar. rgg4). Ail metaboric
measurements were cornected to standand tempenature and pressune.

lletabolic runs were initiated between 0g00h and r200 h and continued
unintenrupted for at reast 25 h. Between r l August rggg and 25 

'ctober1989' f ive complete t.ials were penfonmed on each of f ive animars (totar
nuns=2')' pnior to, and forowing each run, animars were weighed to thenearest 0' lkg' To minimize potential stress and to famiriarize individuarswith the location of the lodge, animals were pe.mitted to enter and exit thetank voluntanily fon 5-30 min at the start of every triar. This was achievedby pracing a beaver in an open hording cage on top of the screen cover (Fig.

3- lA) with free access to the tank and lodge. Once animars had expìoned thetank and setred in the rodge, the scneen cove. was secured in prace and thelodge interion was darkened by pracing brack construction papen oven thePlexiglas top.

Body temperature measurements
A', beavers were instrumented with 60-9, temperatune-sensitive, moderL-M radio tnansmitters (f"lini-mitters rnc., sunriven, 0R) 2 weeks pr.ior tothe commencement of metabolic tests. surgicar and transmitter caribnationprocedunes are described in part II. An automated data corection system(see Part II) was emproyed to record T5 at 5-min intervars. These

recordings were then pooled to derive mean hourry T6 values. ïo enhance
signar reception, a forded dipore antenna was suspended from the ceiring
above the tank' After completion of the study, transmitters wer.e surgicalry
removed and recalibrated' None of these transmitters showed any evidence
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of caribration drift during the 2-3 month dunation of the study.

Aquatic activity and food consumption
To quantify the fnequency and dunation of underwatef^ excu.sions, thelodge was mounted on a spring base and equipped with a weight-sensitive

microswitch (Fig. 3-rB). whenever the animar teft the rodge, the upwarddispracement of the chamber crosed the micnoswitch. when a beaverne-entered the lodge, the spring was depnessed and the switch disengaged.switch openations were reco¡ded as rear time events on a Moder r20 r Gr antsquinrel data logger' cumulative time in the rodge and in the water werecarcurated on an hourry and on a dailybasis for each nun. Behaviorar
obsenvations of beavers engaged in feeding activities inside the rodge werepnecluded by the fonmation of condensation on the inside of the prexiglas
top.

The simulated winter food cache consisted of a pne-weighed quantity ofdefoliated aspen saplings ( maximum stem diameter= 5 cm ) secuned to a 62x 92 cm metar grate rocated on the bottom of the tank (Fig. 3_ rA). Beaverswere nequired to swim a minimum underwaten distance of 3 m in onden toreach this submer"ged cache. Fresh aspen saplings wene thor.oughry wetted,brotted dry, and weighed prior to pracement in the tank. Foilowing thecompretion of a run, the tank was carefu,y drained and the remaining aspencorected, brotted dny, and re-weighed. ïhe difference in the weight ofaspen before and after each run was used to estimate food consumption. Arepresentative sampre of bark and terminal twigs was praced in a dryingoven at 70'c and dnied to constant mass in order to carcura te % drymatter.Ïhe resurting estimate (5g.7gB) was used to determine the dry weightequivarents of the food consumed. Gross energy consumption was then
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carcurated using an energy equivaren t of 20,4g4.44 RJ/R' dry matter for
aspen bark and terminar twigs (schwantz et ar. rggg). using the appanent
dry matter digestibirity of aspen bark (0.375) repor.ted by Buech (r987), itwas arso possibre to estimate the expected gr'ss enengy intake of each
beaver, assuming that a, of the animar,s energy requirements were metfrom the submenged food cache' This expected varue was derived by dividing
ADrlR by 0'375. The diffenence between the observed and expected dairy
energy intake provided an indication of the extent to which the animar
depended on endogenous fuel reserves to meet its daiìy energy requirements.

Statistical analysis

ADMR, mean T¡, activity and food consumption were carcurated fon eachindividuat and for a, animars poored togethen. Rerationships between
variabres wef'e determined using reast-squares regression ansrysis(statisticar Anarysis system, Rareigh, NC). Fisher,s pnotected LSD test andanalysis of variance were used to evaruate diffenences in the metaboric
resp.nses between runs and between individuars. signif icance was set atthe 5% level and means are presented with t lSE.

Results

Aquatic activity and food consumption
Beavers engaged in an average of r r 7.0tJg.0 excursions per 24_nperiod, with a mean dunation per trip of only l.3t 1.4 min (Table 3- l). The

mean cumurative immersion time was r40.5tg5.6 min, which represented
only about r0i6 of each *A-rlmeasurement period (Tabre 3- r). rt appeared
that beavers did not enter the water sorery for the purpose of feeding, since





n0 relationship was observed between totar immersion time and dairy food
consumption (p>0.05). There was a definite z'-nrhythm in mean hourry
immension time, with maximum and minimum varues occurring 2_3 hfo'owing "sunset" (rights off) and 1-2 nbefone.sunrise' (lights on),
nespectively (Fig. 3-2). The overa, mean hourry immersion time was
5'9t3.2 min. conversery, mean hourry rodge use peake d 1_2h before"sunrise", graduaily decrined during the dayright hours, and then reached aminimum 24 n aften "sunset" (Fig. 3-2). on average, beavens spent 54.1t3.2
min, or 90.2% (range= Br.g-gg.77") ol each hour in the lodge.

During the course of each run, beavens usually dismaniled the entire food
cache, arthough some branches with uneaten bark were arways reft at the
end of the trial' Branches stripped of bark were distributed throughout the
tank at the end of every run, but most were usually recovered from dir.ec'y
beneath the lodge plunge hole. Animals often constructed nests in the rodge,consisting of shredded aspen and smail de-banked branches.

Beavers genenally lost weight on the aspen diet provided. ïhis loss
averaged nearly 3'or| Q'93t3.41 %) of the body weight measured at the start
of each triar (Tabre 3-2). The mean gross energy intake of aspen was
estimated at 6270.2t3r7g.7 RJlday,and animars demonstrated an average
dairy enengy shontfail of 4078.rt3000.r kJ (Tabr e3_2).

Botly temperature

The T6 of beavers in the winter simuration avenaged 36.5t0.02,C (Tabìe
3- r), with a mean dairy ampritude oî 1.2t0.4'c (range= 35.2_37.5'C). The
mean hourry T5 of beavers exhibited a maximum nange of onry 0.2,c(36'4-36.6'c; Fig 3-2) and was independent of hourry variation in mean
metaboric rate, and mean immersion time (p)0.05). There was n0 evidence

6?



Fig 3-2 Mean hourly vaniation in the metabolic nate, abdominal body

temperature, and activity of beavers living in the winter microhabitat

simulation. Times spent in lodge and waten are indicated by bar gr-aphs.

Each hounly mean is based on 25 observations. Vertical lines denote I SE;

horizontal bars indicate the period of darkness.
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Table 3-2: Mean dairy weight changes and gross energy consumption offoraging on aspen.

6Y

5 55Y

575A

585A

Daily change in

-3. O5+1. 36 O. 238+0. 09
( -4. 36 to -o. 66 ) ( O. 1s9_o .4241

-4. 57+3. 18 o. 210+o. 09
(-7.49-1.18) (o.04s_o.310)

DaiIv foraqe consumed

-1.13+5.14
(6.94-6.20',

-1.58+2.41
(-4.O4-2 .47 |

6OsY -4.34+2.O7 o.222+0.06
(-6.89 ro _1.21) (0.1s4_o.3oB)

Pooled -2.93+3 .4I O. 306+0. 15
(_-1.49_6.20) (o.o4s_o.6se)

o. 464+O. 19
( o. 1so-o. 6s9 )

O. 394+0. O9

(0.233-O. s19)

Note: Means are presented with + I SEM;
Y=yearling;A=adult.

il_

4877.06+1943.67
(32s8 .62-8689.28')

4304.42+1966. 65
(1922.2s-63s3.28)

9518. 32+3884. B3
(3O74.17-13sOs.B4)

8086 . 't 2+1906 . 42
(477s.2O-10636.61)

4s64.27+1267.so
( 31s6. 14-63 L2.2sl

6270.16+3178.69
(922.2s-130s.84 

)

individual beavers

*Energy deficit = observed minus expected grossapparent dry matter digestibility for aspen of

-4583.93+971.1?
( -s134. 95 ro -2802. 33 )

-5402. 30+2406.99
(-8788.23 to -27OO.94)

-1895. 97+4958. 06
( -9481 . 99-3666. O9 )

-3A7 4. s3+2353. 92
(-7433.41 ro -4BO.B1)

-4633. 69+1010. 93
( -6233. Z1 to -3461. O6 )

-40't8. 09+300o.11
( -9481 . 99-3666. 09 )

values in parentheses indicate ranges.

energy intake, assuming an
0.375 (Buech 1987) .



that beavens elevated either T5 or metaboric rate pnior to initiating a ma.,or
bout of aquatic activity.

Fletabolic rate

The ovena, mean ADtlR fon a, beavens was 2,g7t0.03 w/kg, or 7.08t0.07
w'rt<g0'02 (Table 3- l). Afte. correcting for' intnaspecif ic size variation
(Heusnen rgg2), no diffenences between individuaìs wene evident (p)0.05).
within animars, ADNR was arso consistent from nun to run (F4,20 =0.g3;
P=0.52). The ADMR averaged r.g (r .r-2.Ðtimes the minimum hour.ry
metabolic nate measured when animals were reast active. Beavens exhibited
a distinct z*-nrhythm in metaboric heat production (Fig.3_2), with a mean
dairy ampritude of 2.08t0.50 w/kg. r"rean hourry metaboric nate was strongry
cornelated with mean hourly immersion time (Fig. J_2) (F 

t ,zz =46.4;
P=0'000 r ). Totar dairy energy expenditure varied from 30g0 .47 to 47Bl .02
RJ/day, and averaged 3gg0.5gt5g6. l5 RJ/day (Tabre 3_ t). surpnisingry,
daily energy expenditure was independent of both the cumulative immersion
time, and the frequency of aquatic excur.sions pen day (p)0.0S).

Discussion
An important question that must be considered when interpreting the

results of the present study is the extent to which beavens behaved
normaily in the simurated winter microhabitat. rt is doubtfur, for exampre,
that fnee-nanging beavers engage in as many aquatic excursions pen day as
did the captive animars in this study (Table J- r). conceivabry, the high
frequency of exproratony excursions by captive beavens may have been a
response to a nover envinonment. This suggestion is supported by the



appanent lack of correlation between total daily immension time and dairy
food consumption. Howeven, despite the seemingry high fnequency of tr ips
in the tank' it is nelevant to note that the daily variation in hourly lodge use
by captive animals (s2- l0o%) was similan to that observed in free-ranging
adult beavers du.ing winter (Part II). Funthermore, ail animars utirized the
submerged food cache pnovided and usually constructed nests inside the
antificial lodge.

Beavers tested under simulated winten conditions demonstrated mean
abdom inar temperatures comparabre to those (36.3-37.3,c) previousry
reponted for free-living (Pant II; Smith et al. in pr-ess) and captive animals
(cores lg67; rlacAnthur rg'ga; tlacArthur and Dyck rgg0). The appanent
lack of a diel 16 rhythm is consistent with nesurts of winter f ierd studies
(Part II)' but differs from the cincadian T¡ rhythm reported for free-ranging
animals p.io. to fneeze-up (part II; Smith et al. in press), and for
labonatory-accrimated beavers tested in summer 0lacArthur r g8ga).
considering the beaver's pr'opensity for aquatic cooling 0lacArthur and Dyck
l99o), my f inding that mean hourry T¡ was independent of mean hour ry
immersion time was unexpected. However, since animars in the tank set_up
usually nestricted their aquatic activity to excursions less than 2 min in
dunation (Tabre J- r), they were probabry not immersed rong enough to
experience any substantive deep-body cooring. rn previous raboratory tests
with simirar-aged beaver, immersion in r-4'c waten resurted in an average
nate of abdominar cooring of onry 0.06 'clmin 0lacAr-thur and Dyck rgg0).
contnany to f ield investigations (Part II), there was no indication in this
study that animars erevated 16 prior to entering the water. The reason for
this apparent discrepancy between laboratory and f ield results is not
known, but courd rerate to the short duration of the raboratory triars (25 h).



Pnevious investigations of beaver metabolism have been nestnicted todeterminations of the thermoneutral zone (TNZ), basar metaboric rate (BrlR)
and resting metabolic rate (Rl-1R) of animars in air and water (cores rg67;
l'lacArthur tg8ga; llacArthun and Dyck t990). llacArthur_ ( l9B9a) neported a
mean RtlR of 4.78 w/kg''67 ¡6¡ non-fasted beavers ) 2 yeans of age, which isappnoximatery rgÍE rower than my minimum estimate of mean hounry
metaboric nate (Fig.3-2). This was not surpnising, since in the pnesent
study thene was likely some effect of activity on mean hour.ry metaboric
nate duning all hour.s of the Zî-htest period.

The natio of ADIIR to RMR is often used for interspecif ic comparisons ofdaily energy expenditure in mammals 0lercher- et ar. rggg). For 2J species
of rodents that have been examined, this natio varies from r.4 to 5.7 (King
1974; Karasov rgg r; Kenagy and vreck l9*2;Kenagy et ar. r9B9; rlercher etal' rg8g). Apprying rlacArthur's ( rggga) estimate of RrlR, this ratio

calculated for beavers ( 1.5), falls nean the rower end of the aforementioned
f'ange' rn contrast, chapper ( rgB0) neported that average dairy metaboric
costs fon sma, arctic mammars, carcurated oven the entire year,vanied
fnom 2.9 to 4.0 times BMR.

Estimates of the dairy enengy expenditure of beavens riving in the
simurated winter microhabitat can arso be compared to f ierd metaboric
rates (Fr-1R) predicted fnom ailometry (Nagy rggT). For exampre, my
calcuration of the dairy cost of free-existence for a rS-kg beaver fars
within the 95fE conf idence limits predicted fon a similan-sized eutherian
mammal, based on the equation, FtlR=J.J5¡70.8tJ, where W=weight in g (Nagy
1987). However, it exceeds the 95iã confidence rimits of the varues
predicted by this same author for both a simirar-sized rodent
(Fl"lR= ¡g'5q¡0'507) anda comparabre-sized herbivore (s.gsw'.7 27). ttshourd
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be stressed that the g5% confidence rimits of ar of these equations
encompass a very bnoad range, hence more meaningful comparisons are not
possibre untir additionar data on more species become avairabre.

unlike T¡, hourly metabolic nate exhibited a distinct diel cycle that waspositivery co*erated with hourry immersion time (Fig. 3_2). Despite this
strong rerationship, totar dairy energy expenditure was independent of
cummulative immersion time' lt might be argued that seasonally induced
shifts in daily metabolism could have masked the relationship between daily
variation in ADMR and aquatic activity. However, ADIIR was consistent from
run to run within individuars, and comparisons of the 24-h metaboìic
rhythms of the most- and least-active beavens failed to reveal any obvious
baseline shifts in metabolism. Therefone, the reasons undenrying the rack of
cornelation between ADIIR and total daily immersion time nemain uncìear.
This may be due, at least in part, to the fact that the totar time engaged in
aquatic activity represented onry a smail pnoportion (about r0gã) of the
beaver's dairy time budget (Tabre J-t). rly findings impry that aquatic
activity during winter is an important determinant of energy expenditure on
a short-term (hourly) basis, but is much less signif icant in the context of
the beaven's daily on seasonal energy budget.

Previous estimates of the amount of woody forage consumed by beavers
range from 0.5 to 2.5 kg wet weight/day (see Novak tggT). r,1y estimates of
daily aspen consumption varied from 0.08 -r.lzkg, but averaged onry 0.52 kg(wet weight). Despite the beaver's wen-known preference for this forage
(Novak 1987), aspen alone is apparenily a def icient food resource in this
species (Buech 1987)' My results conf irm Buech's ( lggT) observation that
beavers are unable to sustain body weight on a diet consisting exclusively
of aspen bark. rn retrospect, more meaningfur estimates of forage



consumption might have been possibre if the simulated food cache had
contained a mixtune of forage species, as typicarìy occurs in nature
(Novakowski lg67; Slough t}7l;Novak l9g7).

ln an investigation of the winter bioenergetics of beaver coronies in
northern Alberta' Novakowski ( 1967) calcurated corony energy requinements
duning the ice-bound season, using weight-predicted estimates of basar
energy expenditure (Kleiber l96l). since my f ìndings suggest that the ADMRof beaver in winter may be 1.5 times greater than BtlR (tlacArthur r9B9a),
Novakowski ( 1967) probably undenestimated the colony,s metabolic costs
duning winter. Fon exampre, using my estimate of ADtlR for animars > 2
yeans of age (4382.92kJ/day) and apprying this to Novakowski,s (r967)
corony No. 26, the energy requirement for the r 50_day ice_bound season
would be appnoximatery 657,43g kJ per animar, or 3,287,rg0 kJ fon a corony
of 5 beavers' lf the total digestible energy available in the food cache ofthis corony was r,gs6, rJ2 kJ (Novakowski r967), then my data suggest that
the corony would experience an energy deficit of appnoximatery r,33r,05g
kJ, or 266,212 kJ pen animar. This def icit estimate is approximatery twice
that determined by Novakowski ( t967).

Assuming that the energy varue of stored fat is 3g.3 kJ/g
(schmidt-Nierson 1g7g),then the aforementioned def icit wourd require
about 6'8 kg of fat per animal. Recent studies of the proximate composition
of beavers in southern Manitoba (D. soprovich, pensonal communication) have
reveared that, in ear"ry winter, f at may account for as much as 24%of the
body weight of animars > r.5 years of age (r2-3r kg). Therefore, if the
beavers studied by Novakowski ( 1g67)had comparable fat levels, and
assuming that fat was the onry avairabre body fuer f-eserve, then a 20_Rg
beaver in colony No' 26 would have insufficient fat stores (4.s kg) to meet



the carculated energy def icit. These caìcurations wourd strongry suggest
that beavers can barance their energy budget in winter onry by
supplementing food resources in the cache with aquatic vegetation acquired
away from the food pire. Though infrequent, death by stanvation has been
documented in this species when the food cache was rendered inaccessibre
by dnastic reductions in waten level during early winter (D. Smith, personal
communication).

Finally' it should be recognized that the curnent estimates of the AD'IR
in winter may be high, since they were denived for far_accrimatized
beavens tested in a simurated winten microhabitat. The tnue AD',R of
free-riving beavers wourd be rower if beavers are abre to neduce T6 and
depress metabolism duning winter (Aleksiuk and cowan I g6gb; smith et al.
in pness). Arso, present estimates of gross enengy intake during winten do
not account for the potentiar enengy acquired by animars that activery
fonage away from the cache. Thus, severar aspects of this species, winter
energy budget nequire funther investigation. Additional metabolic testing of
winter-accrimatized beavens, penhaps incruding apprication of the
doubry-rabered water technique (Nagy rggnto determine field metaboric
rates during winter, may be required to crarify questions raised by this
study.
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Summary and Conclusions
Results of this study suggest that the construction and group occupation

of lodges by c canadensis is an impontant behavionar adaptation that
provides this species with year-r'ound access to a thenmoneutnal
microclimate' These thermal benefits ane achieved at the expense of only
limited distunbance to the respiratory gas concentrations inside the rodge,
despite the la.ge metabolic mass of the nesident animals. Factors that maypotentially inf luence the composition of respinatory gases in beaver rodges
include the presence 0r absence of a vent, the thickness and composition ol
lodge wails, and the nespiratory demands of the nesident animars. rt
appears that internar r¡ is govenned mainry by externar envinonmentar
factons du.ing the open-water season, whereas the number of rodge
occupants may significantly affect r¡ during winten. The utilization of a
buffened micnoclimate in winter ensunes minimar ener-gy expenditure duning
protracted resting periods in the lodge, which may be critical to this
species' sul vival in northern negions.

Free-riving beavers did not demonstrate any evidence of seasonar
hypother'mia. Animars appeared to mitigate abdominar cooring by
peniodically r"etunning to the thermoneutnal microclimate of the lodge in
onder to newarm. Kits compensated for their greater sensitivity to
immersion hypothermia by spending ress time in the water than adurts.
Adults arso appeaned to reduce thenmar stress and energy nequirements
during winter by nemaining in the rodge for more than g0B of each day, and
by shortening the duration of under-ice foraging trips. lf it is assumed that
deep body cooling ultimately limits aquatic endunance in this species, then
the observed pre-immersion rise in T5 courd signif icantìy increase
availabre foraging time in cord water. For exampre, a pre-immersion rise in



T5 of 0'6"c should theo.etically permit an adurt beaven to extend avairabre
feeding time by about r5 min. Through a combination of physiorogicar
adaptations which netard heat ross and behavionar mechanisms for
minimizing immension hypothermia, free-nanging beavers are able to
negurate T6 economicary and with a high degree of pnecision.

captive beavens tested under simurated winten f ierd conditions
demonstnated levels of 16 and activity that were similan to those neconded
for free-living animals dur ing winter. lt appeared that aquatic activity was
an important determinant of ene.gy expenditure on a short-term (hourry)
basis, but was much ress signif icant in the context of the beaven,s daily orseasonal energy budget. The inability of beavers to sustain body weight on adiet consisting excrusivery of aspen bar.k suggested that this was a
deficient food nesounce' Based on pnevious estimates of the energy content
and digestibirity of fonage cached pnion to fneeze-up, it is unrikery that thewinter energy requirements of this species can be met sorery from thewinter food cache. winter energy def icits in this species may be met bysubsisting on body fat resenves, or- by foraging on submerged vegetation

away from the food cache. Further metaboric testing on
winter-acclimatized beavers and detenminations of the f ierd metaboric rateof these animars ane requined to ref ine estimates of this species, winter
energy budget.
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